The Hypothesis: #RDM + #FAIR + #OpenScience = Competitive Grants
(& nudging sceptics to adopt them)

The Challenge is the Gap ...
... & the Opportunity is ...

The Mechanics to Winning Grants with Open Science ...

IMPACT ...
on Grant Evaluations:

"creative measures will be taken to guarantee the openness, reproducibility, dissemination and impact of project outputs"
Review Panel: Life Sciences

"Great importance is given to open science approach"
Review Panel: Engineering

"Making data available to other researchers will enhance dissemination"
Review Panel: Environment

IMPACT ...
on Researchers

"Reproducibility, code and data sharing are definitely things to aim for. The Clinique hugely strengthened my application."

"The Clinique ... allowed me to upgrade the impact of the proposal & utilize Open Science"

"Why would you not (use Open Science)?"
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